ESCHATOLOGY
To counteract the numerous false prophetic teachings which are prevalent in this
apostate generation, specifically PRETERISM, which teaches the book of Revelation has had its
fulfillment in the distant past, Nero being the Antichrist, and FUTURISM, which teaches the book of
Revelation’s fulfillment in the distant future at which time the Antichrist will not come until after an
alleged 'secret' Rapture of Christ's Church at the end of the world…..this ministry teaches the
HISTORIC view. Simply stated, this system of interpretation defines the symbolism of the

Revelation in terms of fulfilled, factual history because the Revelation of Jesus Christ is actually
the prophetic revealing, beforehand, of the history of His Church. Without knowledge of Church
history the symbolism of the Revelation is a meaningless mish-mash whose interpretation is
easily perverted and the subject of endless fictitious speculation.
Both PRETERISM and FUTURISM misdirect the Body of Christ away from the true MAN OF
SIN, who is the SON OF PERDITION, the SCARLET BEAST and ANTICHRIST in our midst, whom the

saints have known, identified and exposed for one thousand years. Not by coincidence, both
PRETERISM and FUTURISM have their origin in commentaries published by Jesuits to counter the

Protestant interpretation of the Revelation, giving preposterous alternatives to the Protestants’
piercingly accurate identification of the papal Antichrist in Rome. To the shame of the professing
Evangelical Church, the vast majority of Christians today hold to either of these two heretical
theories, proving the love of many has waxed cold, the Lord having sent many strong delusion to
believe the lie.
Our name, Protestant Reformation Publications, indicates a creedal position identical to
that of the Reformers, who all believed in salvation by sovereign grace alone, through faith alone
in Christ alone. To these brilliant, God-fearing Christian soldiers THERE WAS NO OTHER HEAD OF
THE CHURCH BUT THE LORD JESUS CHRIST: NOR CAN THE POPE OF ROME, IN ANY SENSE BE
THE HEAD THEREOF; BUT IS THAT ANTICHRIST, THAT MAN OF SIN AND SON OF PERDITION, THAT
EXALTETH HIMSELF IN THE CHURCH AGAINST CHRIST, AND ALL THAT IS CALLED GOD.

Furthermore, FUTURISM and PRETERISM share a common evil bond in that they both
deny their Lord by denying the united testimony of the martyred brethren who all understood the
Antichrist alive and well, reigning in the Church of God.
It is true the Protestant Reformers, generally speaking, believed Satan previously bound
for 1,000 literal years, yet they did not believe Satan bound in their day. In fact, they understood it
impossible for Satan to be bound while his vicar, the papal Antichrist, roamed free, creating havoc
and tyranny in the Church. We deplore the teaching which declares Satan presently bound, as it

shows a supernatural blindness and hardening by the sovereign will of God upon those who
teach such gross error despite the united testimony of Scripture, the saints and history.
Although there is one great Antichrist in Rome, this ministry recognizes there are many
members of Antichrist’s body who emulate him in word and deed. These members are found in
all professing Christian denominations and religions. ICONBUSTERS has been called to identify
certain specific members of Antichrist, warning the Lord’s flock that they might separate from
darkness and evildoers whose cunning and celebrity is so great that even the Elect might be
deceived, if it were possible.
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